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1 Process Excellence Manager 

Process Excellence 
“Perfection has to do with the end product, but excellence has to do with the process” 

Business and manufacturing executives are looking for new ways to improve their 

operations so that their company's products/services and bottom line can improve. 

Simultaneously, it is critical to maximize the value of their limited human resources 

and capital to ensure that their operations run well on a constant basis. 

In the emerging situation, leading firms are building organizational capabilities that 

support process excellence objectives.  One thing to keep in mind is that as 

manufacturing businesses evolve, the availability of competent talent and the ability 

to efficiently collect and share knowledge become crucial success factors. 

A process is a series of activities, often repeated over and over with the basic flow of 
transforming inputs into outputs. The activities that make up the process are not the 
same. Some activities add value to a process and other activities fail to add value. 
Therefore, one way to think “process improvement” is to think in terms of reducing 
non-value-added activities. 
 
Process Excellence is about far more than increasing efficiency. It is about delivering 
exceptional value, setting a new standard for best practices and even redefining the 
competitive landscape in an industry. 
 

Principles of Process Excellence: 

 
 

Process 
outcomes 

create value

Target high-
value 

processes

Innovate, 
don't 

duplicate

Excellent 
processes need 

excellent owners

You get what 
you measure
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2 Process Excellence Manager 

We, at ‘Man2succeed Center for Business Excellence’ help the organizations build 

process excellence by capturing knowledge, transferring information, supporting 

teams, partnering and collaborating with them. 

One such training is the Process Excellence 

Manager, which combines the process 

excellence tools of respect for people, 

process monitoring, Lean, Six Sigma, and 

theory of constraints. A qualified PEX 

Manager can quickly develop into a process 

excellence expert and lead the company to 

greater profitability. 

 

Video lectures, presentations, assignments, exercises, and exams make up the 

program. After passing a final knowledge test, the participant will receive a 

professional endorsement as a qualified Process Excellence Manager. 

If the PEM takes up a project and tries to improve the process for gaining profit, 

improving quality, reducing cost of product, enhance productivity of people and 

process, PEM is expected to follow certain path. The course depicts the process 

improvement path to achieve process excellence.    

PEM is expected to trace through the process and check at every level of improvement 

and proceed ahead with the project.  

 
 

For course details and project support, please write to us at training@man2succeed.com 
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